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Abstract

Personalized Federated Learning (PFL) is proposed to
find the greatest personalized models for each client. To
avoid the central failure and communication bottleneck in
the server-based FL, we concentrate on the Decentralized
Personalized Federated Learning (DPFL) that performs
distributed model training in a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) man-
ner. Most personalized works in DPFL are based on undi-
rected and symmetric topologies, however, the data, com-
putation and communication resources heterogeneity result
in large variances in the personalized models, which lead
the undirected aggregation to suboptimal personalized per-
formance and unguaranteed convergence. To address these
issues, we propose a directed collaboration DPFL frame-
work by incorporating stochastic gradient push and partial
model personalized, called Decentralized Federated Partial
Gradient Push (DFedPGP). It personalizes the linear clas-
sifier in the modern deep model to customize the local solu-
tion and learns a consensus representation in a fully de-
centralized manner. Clients only share gradients with a
subset of neighbors based on the directed and asymmetric
topologies, which guarantees flexible choices for resource
efficiency and better convergence. Theoretically, we show
that the proposed DFedPGP achieves a superior conver-
gence rate of O( 1√

T
) in the general non-convex setting,

and prove the tighter connectivity among clients will speed
up the convergence. The proposed method achieves state-
of-the-art (SOTA) accuracy in both data and computation
heterogeneity scenarios, demonstrating the efficiency of the
directed collaboration and partial gradient push.

1. Introduction
Recently, Personalized Federated Learning (PFL) has
emerged to find the best model for each client since one
consensus model can not satisfy all clients’ needs in classi-
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Figure 1. An overview of the DFedPGP with a directed graph.
We take Client 1 as an example. It pushes the shared parame-
ters ptj,1, u

t+1/2
1 and bias information ptj,1, µ

t
1 to its out-neighbors

(Client 2, 3); pulls the shared parameters pt1,j , u
t+1/2
j and bias in-

formation pt1,j , µ
t
j from its in-neighbors (Client 3, 4).

cal Federated Learning (FL) [69]. The existing PFL algo-
rithm can be categorized into two branches in terms of the
existence of the centralized server (i.e., Centralized Person-
alized Federated Learning (CPFL) [1, 22, 39, 46] and De-
centralized Personalized Federated Learning (DPFL) [14,
31, 55]). The challenges of centralized communication bot-
tleneck or central failure may incur low communication ef-
ficiency or system crash in the federated processing. Thus,
we focus on the DPFL, which allows edge clients to com-
municate with each other in a peer-to-peer manner, aiming
to reduce the communication column of the busiest server
node and embrace peer-to-peer communication for faster
convergence. In decentralized FL, clients usually follow
an undirected and symmetric communication topology to
reach a consensus model [14, 53, 56], which means if one
client receives neighbors’ models, it sends its model back.
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In order to satisfy the unique needs of individual clients,
most existing works in PFL carefully designed the relation-
ships between the global model and personalized models to
fit the local data distribution via different techniques, such
as parameter decoupling [1, 13, 46], knowledge distillation
[19, 32, 39], multi-task learning [22, 54], model interpola-
tion [15, 16] and clustering [17, 50]. These techniques can
also be adopted to improve the personalized performance in
DPFL [14, 36]. However, the heterogeneity among clients
exists not only in local data distribution but also in the com-
munication power and computation resources [7–9]. The
power level of the wireless channel among clients may be
different and time-varying in communication networks, and
some clients may get offline occasionally without sending
messages to their neighbors. These result in long-term waits
or incidents of deadlock for their neighbors [11, 70] and also
lead to poor convergence for the whole system. Besides,
there is no reason to expect that the exchanged models are
trained at the same convergence level due to the heteroge-
neous computation resources. Clients may receive exces-
sive poor-performing models which can not help their train-
ing and degrade the personalized performance.

To tackle the challenges above, we propose a DPFL
framework with a directed communication topology, termed
DFedPGP, which incorporates the partial model personal-
ization and stochastic gradient push to boost the personal-
ized performance of the heterogeneous clients. Both par-
tial model personalization and stochastic gradient push con-
tribute to speeding up the convergence and reducing the
communication resources to reach an ideal performance.
Instead of exchanging the full model with their undirected
neighbors, we decouple the model as a mixture of a shared
feature representation part and a private linear classifier part
and only push the shared partial gradients to the directed
out-neighbors (as depicted in Figure 1 ). Specifically, the
proposed method consists of three steps: (1) pull the shared
partial gradient and the bias weights from in-neighbors;
(2) local update the personalized linear classifier and the
shared feature representation alternately with the de-biased
parameters; (3) push the updated shared gradients and the
bias information to out-neighbors. In-neighbors and out-
neighbors are the in-coming and out-coming links for each
client here. Partial gradient push makes the personalized
information well stored in the private linear classifier, re-
ducing communication costs as well as protecting clients’
privacy. Moreover, directed contact allows clients to choose
their neighbors flexibly, meaning that the shared part model
has a larger feature search space among clients, which guar-
antees better performance in a computation-constrained and
communication-constrained scenario.

Theoretically, we present the non-trivially convergency
analysis for the DFedPGP algorithm (see Section 4), which
achieves a convergence rate of O( 1√

T
) in the general

non-convex setting. Empirically, we conduct extensive
experiments on the CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, and Tiny-
ImageNet datasets in non-IID settings with different data
partitions. Experimental results confirm that the proposed
algorithm can achieve competitive performance relative to
other SOTA baselines (see Section 5) in PFL.

In summary, our main contributions are four-fold:
• We introduce the directed Push-sum optimization to PFL,

which allows clients to choose their neighbors flexibly
and guarantees a larger feature search space in a com-
munication, and computation heterogeneity scenario.

• We propose a DPFL framework DFedPGP, incorporated
with stochastic gradient push and partial model personal-
ization for robust communication and fast convergence.

• We provide convergence guarantees for DFedPGP in the
general non-convex setting with peer-to-peer partial par-
ticipation in DPFL.

• Empirical results indicate the superiority of the proposed
DFedPGP compared with various SOTA baselines and it
can be well adapted to the data heterogeneous and com-
putation resources constrained settings.

2. Related Work

Personalized Federated Learning (PFL). The PFL aims
to produce the greatest personalized models for each client
by model decoupling [1, 13], knowledge distillation [32,
39], multi-task learning [22, 54], model interpolation [15,
16] and clustering [17, 50]. More details can be referred
to in [58]. In this paper, we mainly focus on the model
decoupling methods, which divide the model into a global
shared part and a personalized part, also called partial per-
sonalization. Existing partial personalized works in CFL
achieve better performance than full model personalization
with fewer shared parameters. FedPer [1], FedRep [13]
and FedBABU [46] all use one global feature representation
with many local classifiers but with differences in the rela-
tionship between the shared representation and the private
linear parts. Fed-RoD [10] simultaneously trains a global
full model and many private classifiers with both class-
balanced loss and empirical loss. Theoretically, FedSim and
FedAlt [47] provide the convergence analyses of both algo-
rithms in the general non-convex setting, while FedAvg-P
and Scaffold-P [12] improve the existing results in [47].

Decentralized Federated Learning (DFL). Due to the
computation and communication resources heterogeneity
among clients, DFL has been an encouraging field in recent
years [5, 24, 33, 53], where clients only connect with their
neighbors through peer-to-peer communication. We discuss
the PFL methods in DFL considering multi-step local iter-
ations.Specifically, DFedAvgM [56] applies multiple local
iterations with SGD and the quantization method to reduce
the communication cost. Dis-PFL [14] customizes the per-
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sonalized model and pruned mask for each client to speed
up the personalized convergence. KD-PDFL [23] leverages
the knowledge distillation technique to empower each de-
vice to discern statistical distances between local models.
ARDM [49] presents lower bounds on the communication
and local computation costs for this personalized FL formu-
lation in a peer-to-peer manner.

Push-sum over Directed Graphs. Push-sum optimizer
is proposed to solve the asymmetric optimization prob-
lems over (time-varying) directed graphs. The first Push-
sum study in [26] discusses gossip-type problems in di-
rected graphs. PS-DDA [59] extends this method to a de-
centralized scenario and proves the convergence in a con-
vex set. More optimization analysis can be referred to in
[42, 44, 63–65]. As an effective optimizer, Push-sum and
its variants have been applied to various machine learning
(ML) tasks [2, 3, 11, 35, 57]. For example, SGP [2] com-
bines Push-sum with stochastic gradient updates and also
proposes the Overlap SGP, allowing overlaps of communi-
cation and computation to hide communication overhead.
Quantized Push-sum [57] quantizes the Push-sum based
algorithm over directed graphs to tackle the heavy com-
munication load. AsyNG [11] proposes an asynchronous
DFL system with directed communication by incorporating
neighbor selection and gradient push to boost the perfor-
mance on non-IID local data and heterogeneous edge nodes.

Nowadays, almost all PFL works suffer from the risk of
deadlock from unstable communication channels and sub-
optimal convergence from the different convergence-level
aggregations. Therefore, we try to propose a framework
of partial gradient push based on a directed communica-
tion graph for DPFL. It differs from the existing directed
DFL methods in the exchange model part like OSGP[2],
where clients focus on the whole parameters exchange for
the only consensus model. Also, we adopt multi-step local
steps and multiple alternate optimization for better conver-
gence, which leads to an unbiased gradient estimation and
the dependent stochastic variance between the shared parts
and the personal parts. Therefore, the algorithm design and
the theoretical analysis are both unique and non-trivial.

3. Methodology

In this section, we first define decentralized partial personal-
ized models and the directed graph network in DPFL. Then
we present the DFedPGP, which leverages the partial gradi-
ent push in the directed graph to mitigate the negative im-
pact of heterogeneous data and computation resources.

3.1. Problem Setup

Decenntralized Personalized Federated Learning. Con-
sider a typical setting of DFL with m clients, where each

client i has the data distribution Di. We focus on the mini-
mization of the finite sum of non-convex functions:

min
w∈Rd

F (w) :=
1

m

m∑
i=1

Fi(wi),

Fi(wi) = Eξ∼DiFi(wi; ξ).

(1)

where F : Rd → R is the global object function; wi ∈ Rd

represents the parameters of the machine learning model in
client i; Fi is the loss function associated with the data sam-
ple ξ randomly drawn from the distribution Di in client i.

To relieve the communication burden and improve per-
sonalized performance, we consider the partial model per-
sonalized version in DPFL. Specifically, the model param-
eters are partitioned into two parts: the shared parame-
ters u ∈ Rd0 and the personal parameters vi ∈ Rdi for
i = 1, . . . ,m. The full model on client i is denoted
as wi = (ui, vi). To simplify presentation, we denote
V = (v1, . . . , vm) ∈ Rd1+...+dm , and then our goal is to
solve this problem:

min
u,V

F (u, V ) :=
1

m

m∑
i=1

Fi (u, vi) ,

Fi (ui, vi) = Eξ∼Di
[Fi (ui, vi; ξ)] .

(2)

where u denotes the consensus model averaged with ui,
i.e., u = 1

m

∑m
i=1 ui and we use ∇u and ∇v to represent

stochastic gradients with respect to ui and vi, respectively.

Directed Graph Network. In the decentralized network
topology, the communication between clients can be mod-
eled as a directed connected graph G(t) = (N ,V(t), E(t)),
where N = {1, 2, . . . ,m} represents the set of clients,
V(t) ⊆ N ×N represents the set of communication chan-
nels and (i, j) ∈ E(t) represents a directed link from client
i to client j. Considering the time-varying directed graph,
the link (i, j) ∈ E(t) (where i ̸= j) does not imply the link
(j, i) ∈ E(t). To further describe the directed communi-
cation, we define N in

i = {j|(j, i) ∈ E(t), j ∈ N} as the
in-neighbor set and Nout

i = {j|(i, j) ∈ E(t), j ∈ N} as
the out-neighbor set, which are the sets with in-coming and
out-coming links into node i separately.

Most works in DPFL assume the communication is
based on a time-varying undirected graph, which satisfies
N in

i = Nout
i and the link (i, j) ∈ E(t) (where i ̸= j) must

be equal to the link (j, i) ∈ E(t). But in reality, the undi-
rected communication graph requires high attention in the
implementation to avoid deadlocks. Directed communica-
tion graph networks mitigate this issue by flexibly selecting
neighbors within clients and exhibiting higher robustness in
terms of network communication quality.

3.2. Algorithm

In this section, DFedPGP (see Algorithm 1) is proposed to
solve the problem (2) in a fully decentralized manner.
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Partial Model Personalization. Drawing from previous
research on CNNs, layers that serve specific engineering
purposes: lower convolution layers (close to the input) are
responsible for feature extraction, and the upper linear lay-
ers (close to the output) focus on complex pattern recogni-
tion [47]. The feature extraction layers, mapping data from
high-dimensional feature space to an easily distinguished
low space, are similar between clients but prone to over-
fitting. The linear classification layers, which determine the
data category from the output of the previous feature ex-
traction layers, are very different from data heterogeneity
clients [31]. Therefore, we set the feature extraction lay-
ers as the shared parts and the linear classification layers as
the personalized parts as [1, 13, 46, 47], and we leverage
the alternating update approach for model training in Line
5-12, which aims to increase the compatibility between the
personalized and the shared parts.

Push-sum Based DFedPGP. The Push-sum method [43] to
solve the decentralized optimization problem performs one
local stochastic gradient descent update with one iteration
of push-pull transmission at each client. It maintains four
variables locally at each round t: the biased shared model
parts parameters ut

i, the private model parts parameters vti ,
the Push-sum bias weight µt

i, and the de-biased shared
model parts parameters zti = ut

i/µ
t
i. To save the overall

communication, we introduce an idea from local SGD to
perform a few epochs of local training before weights trans-
mission. So at each round, every client performs a few local
SGD steps in Lines 5–12 followed by one step of push-pull
transmission in Lines 14–17. Notably, the local gradient is
calculated at the de-biased parameters zti in line 6 and they
are then used to be updated in Line 10. The push-pull trans-
mission includes the biased shared model parameters ut

i and
the Push-sum bias weight µt

i.

Directed Communication Graph. We set the mixing ma-
trix P t to describe the communication topology at each
round t. DFedPGP can be adapted to various communi-
cation topologies such as time-varying, asymmetric, and
sparse networks. We used the time-varying, asymmetric
network here to encounter the limited communication band-
width. Clients only need to know the outgoing mixing
weights at each communication round and can indepen-
dently choose the mixing weights from the other clients in
the network. In this work, we introduce a simple yet effec-
tive random client selection method that satisfies our theory
(Section 4) and the limited communication bandwidth in the
experiments (Section 5).

4. Theoretical Analysis

In this section, we provide a detailed convergence theorem
for the proposed algorithm DFedPGP and explore how the

Algorithm 1: DFedPGP
Input : Total number of devices m, total number of

communication rounds T , local learning rate ηu
and ηv , total number of local iterates Ku and Kv

and mixing weight ptj,i = 1/|N out
i,0 | .

Output: Personalized model uT
i = zTi and vTi after the

final communication of all clients.
1 Initialization: Randomly initialize each device’s shared

parameters u0
i , the de-biased shared parameters z0i = u0

i

, personal parameters v0i and push-sum weight µ0
i = 1.

2 for t = 0 to T − 1 do
3 for client i in parallel do
4 Set ut,0

i ← ut
i and sample a batch of local data ξi

and calculate local gradient iteration.
5 for k = 0 to Kv − 1 do
6 Perform personal parameters vi update:

vt,k+1
i = vt,ki − ηv∇vFi(z

t,0
i , vt,ki ; ξi).

7 end
8 vt+1

i ← vt,Kv
i .

9 for k = 0 to Ku − 1 do
10 Update shared parameters ui via

ut,k+1
i = ut,k

i − ηu∇uFi(z
t,k
i , vt+1

i ; ξi).
11 zt,k+1

i = ut,k+1
i /µt

i .
12 end
13 u

t+1/2
i ← ut,Ku

i .

14 Push weights ptj,iu
t+ 1

2
i and bias information

ptj,iµ
t
i to clients j ∈ N out

i,t .

15 Pull weights pti,ju
t+ 1

2
j and bias information

pti,jµ
t
j from clients j ∈ N in

i,t .

16 P2P updating by ut+1
i =

∑
j∈N in

i,t
pti,ju

t+ 1
2

j and

µt+1
i =

∑
j∈N in

i,t
pti,jµ

t
j .

17 De-bias the updated model by
zt+1
i = ut+1

i /µt+1
i .

18 end
19 end

partial personalization and gradient push work. The de-
tailed derivation process can be found in the appendix D.

4.1. Assumption

Assumption 1 (B-bounded Connectivity [11]). The time-
varying graph (i.e., the communication topology) is B-
bounded strongly connected to ensure the convergence of
model training [2]. There exists a window size B ≥ 1 1
such that the graph union

⋃l+B−1
k=l G(k)(l = 0, 1, 2, · · · ) is

strongly connected. Note that if B = 1, each instance of
graph G(k) is strongly connected at global iteration k.

Assumption 2 (Smoothness [47]). For each client i =
{1, . . . ,m}, the function Fi is continuously differentiable.
There exist constants Lu, Lv, Luv, Lvu such that for each
client i = {1, . . . ,m}:
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• ∇uFi(ui, vi) is Lu–Lipschitz with respect to ui and
Luv–Lipschitz with respect to vi

• ∇vFi(ui, vi) is Lv–Lipschitz with respect to vi and Lvu–
Lipschitz with respect to ui.
We summarize the relative cross-sensitivity of ∇uFi

with respect to vi and ∇vFi with respect to u with the scalar

χ := max{Luv, Lvu}
/√

LuLv.

Assumption 3 (Bounded Variance [47]). The stochastic
gradients in Algorithm 1 have bounded variance. That is,
for all ui and vi, there exist constants σu and σv such that

E
[∥∥∇uFi(ui, vi; ξi)−∇uFi(ui, vi)

∥∥2] ≤ σ2
u,

E
[∥∥∇vFi(ui, vi; ξi)−∇vFi(ui, vi)

∥∥2] ≤ σ2
v .

Assumption 4 (Partial Gradient Diversity [47]). There ex-
ist a constant σ2

g such that

∥∇uFi(ui, vi)−∇uF (ui, V )
∥∥2 ≤ σ2

g , ∀ui, V.

Assumption 1 is commonly adopted in gradient push
work [11, 35, 42]: it is considerably weaker than requiring
each G(t) be connected for it allows each client to connect
in time-varying and directed topologies. Assumption 2–4
are mild and commonly used in characterizing the conver-
gence rate of FL [25, 34, 52, 56].

4.2. Challenge and Proof

Challenges of Convergence Analysis. (1) Compared to the
classical Push-sum based method like SGP[2], ut,k

i − ut,0
i

after multiple local iterations and alternately update is not
an unbiased estimate of ∇Fi(u

t
i). Multiple local iteration

analyses are non-trivial; (2) In contrast to the symmetric
topology, DFedPGP communicates with its clients based
on an asymmetric topology, resulting in

∑
j p

t
i,j ̸= 1. As

a consequence, each client needs to maintain a Push-sum
weight µt

i to de-bias the model parameters; (3) To real-
ize better-personalized performance, we need to analyze the
convergence in a partial model personalized way, where the
shared part u is updated with gradient pushing and pulling
while the personalized part v is updated with local SGD sep-
arately. Now, we present the rigorous convergence analysis
of DFedPGP as follows.

Theorem 1. Under Assumptions 1-5, the local learning
rates satisfy 0 < ηu < δ

4
√
2LuKu

, F ∗ is denoted as the

minimal value of F , i.e., F (ū, V ) ≥ F ∗ for all ū ∈ Rd, and
V = (v1, . . . , vm) ∈ Rd1+...+dm . Let ūt = 1

m

∑m
i=1 u

t
i

and denote ∆t
ū and ∆t

v as:

∆t
ū =

∥∥∇uF (ūt, V t+1)
∥∥2

, ∆t
v = 1

m

∑m
i=1

∥∥∇vFi(u
t
i, v

t
i)
∥∥2

.

Therefore, we have the convergence analysis below:

1

T

T∑
i=1

( 1

Lu
E
[
∆t

ū

]
+

1

Lv
E[∆t

v

])
≤ O

(F (ū1, V 1)− F ∗
√
T

+
(1 + Lv)σ

2
v√

T
+

(
σ2
u + σ2

g

)( C2

(1− q)2LuT
+

1

KuLu

√
T

+
1

KuLuδ2T 3/2
+

C2

KuLu(1− q)2T 3/2
+

L2
vuC

2

(1− q)2L2
u

√
T

)
.

(3)

The parameters C and q are related to the communica-
tion topology as [2, Lemma 3]. δ is the minimum sum of
any row elements in the matrix

∏t
i=1 G(i) for all t ≥ 0 as

[57, Proposition 2.1]. With the proper step sizes, we have
the following corollary.

Corollary 1 (Convergence Rate for DFedPGP). Under
Theorem 1 and by setting the local learning rates ηu =
O(1/LuKu

√
T ), ηv = O(1/LvKv

√
T ), it holds that:

1

T

T∑
i=1

( 1

Lu
E
[
∆t

ū

]
+

1

Lv
E[∆t

v

])
≤ O

(F (ū1, V 1)− F ∗ + σ2
1√

T
+

σ2
2

T
+

σ2
3√
T 3

)
,

(4)

where

σ2
1 = (1 + Lv)σ

2
v +

( 1

KuLu
+

Lvχ
2C2

(1− q)2Lu

)(
σ2
u + σ2

g

)
,

σ2
2 =

C2

(1− q)2Lu

(
σ2
u + σ2

g

)
,

σ2
3 =

( 1

KuLuδ2
+

C2

(1− q)2KuLu

)(
σ2
u + σ2

g

)
.

(5)

Remark 1. Corollary 1 provides explicit insights into how
various key factors affect the convergence of DFedPGP.
Specifically, the convergence analysis illustrates that the
large values of the gradient variance σ2

u, σ2
v , σ2

g and gra-
dient bounded B lead to slower convergence. It also shows
that more local update steps Ku accelerate the convergence,
quantitatively justifying the benefit of exploiting more local
updates in the algorithm. Also, the smoothness of local loss
functions such as Lu, Lv , and Lvu, have a significant influ-
ence on the convergence bound.

Remark 2. As the definition in [2], the q in Corollary 1 can
be explicitly expressed as q = (1− a∆B)

1
∆B+1 , where ∆ is

the diameter of the communication network, B is the same
defined in Assumption 1, and a < 1 is a constant. Note that
the bound will be tighter as q decreases, which means the
network connectivity improves and clients exchange param-
eters with more neighbors in the communication progress.
Moreover, the connectivity constant C decreases as the con-
nectivity of the communication network improves, which
leads to the same conclusion as q. More details about the
communication constant can be found in Lemma 3.
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Table 1. Test accuracy (%) on CIFAR-10 & 100 in both Dirichlet and Pathological distribution settings.

Algorithm
CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100

Dirichlet Pathological Dirichlet Pathological

α = 0.1 α = 0.3 c = 2 c = 5 α = 0.1 α = 0.3 c = 5 c = 10

Local 78.96±.42 63.20±.28 85.16±.18 68.56±.35 39.38±.33 22.59±.49 71.34±.46 53.15±.31
FedAvg 84.17±.28 79.66±.20 85.04±.11 81.18±.27 57.43±.03 55.06±.06 69.05±.43 66.37±.48
FedPer 88.57±.09 84.06±.29 90.94±.24 86.97±.35 54.23±.14 34.07±.76 78.48±.93 70.38±.02
FedRep 88.78±.40 84.50±.05 91.09±.12 86.22±.51 44.02±.98 26.88±.49 78.77±.19 67.65±.43
FedBABU 87.79±.53 83.26±.09 91.28±.15 83.90±.24 60.23±.07 52.37±.82 77.50±.33 69.81±.12
Ditto 80.22±.10 73.51±.04 84.96±.40 75.59±.32 48.85±.54 48.65±.50 69.48±.45 60.77±.30

DFedAvgM 86.94±.62 82.49±.57 90.23±.97 85.26±.47 58.80±.82 54.89±.77 75.89±.65 70.55±.44
OSGP 87.39±.13 83.14±.18 90.72±.08 84.69±.25 59.76±.69 54.98±.48 76.70±.59 71.08±.52
Dis-PFL 87.77±.46 82.71±.28 88.19±.47 84.18±.61 56.06±.20 46.65±.18 71.79±.42 65.35±.10

DFedPGP 88.85±.21 85.61±.05 91.26±.05 87.12±.37 66.26±.25 57.66±.42 78.78±.41 72.19±.21

Remark 3. From Corollary 1, the proposed DFedPGP has a
convergence rate of O

(
1√
T

)
. This result is consistent with

the convergence rate achieved by [47, 52] in PFL. More-
over, when the smoothness of the shared parameters is not
good, it means that Lu is large, the term O( 1

T + 1√
T 3

) can
be neglected compared to O( 1√

T
).

5. Experiments

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to verify
the effectiveness of the proposed DFedPGP in data hetero-
geneity and computation resources heterogeneity scenarios.
Below, we first introduce the experimental setup.

5.1. Experiment Setup

Dataset and Data Partition. We evaluate the performance
on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 [27], and Tiny-ImageNet [29]
datasets in the Dirichlet distribution and Pathological distri-
bution, where CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 are two real-life
image classification datasets with total 10 and 100 classes.
Experiments on the Tiny-ImageNet dataset are placed in
Appendix C.3 due to the limited space. We partition the
training and testing data according to the same Dirichlet
distribution Dir(α) such as α = 0.1 and α = 0.3 for each
client. The smaller the α is, the more heterogeneous the
setting is. Meanwhile, for each client, we sample 2 and 5
classes from a total of 10 classes on CIFAR-10, and 5 and 10
classes from a total of 100 classes on CIFAR-100, respec-
tively [72]. The number of sampling classes is represented
as “c” in Table 1 and the fewer classes each client owns, the
more heterogeneous the setting is.

Baselines and Backbone. We compare the proposed meth-
ods with the SOTA baselines PFL. For instance, Local is
the simplest method where each client only conducts train-
ing on their own data without communicating with other

clients. Federated learning methods include FedAvg [41],
FedPer [1], FedRep [13], FedBABU [46] and Ditto [37].
For DFL methods, we take DFedAvgM [56], Dis-PFL [14]
and OSGP [2] as our baselines. All methods are evaluated
on ResNet-18 [20] and replace the batch normalization with
the group normalization followed by [14, 53, 62] to avoid
unstable performance. For the partial PFL methods, we set
the lower linear classifier layers as the personal part respon-
sible for complex pattern recognition, and the rest upper
representation layer as the shared layers focusing on feature
extraction. Note that we compare the personal test accuracy
for all methods since our goal is to solve PFL.

Implementation Details. We keep the same experiment
setting for all baselines and perform 500 communication
rounds with 100 clients. The client sampling radio is 0.1
in CFL, while each client communicates with 10 neighbors
in PFL accordingly. The batch size is 128. For DFedPGP,
we train the shared part for 5 epochs per round as the same
as other baselines, and train 1 epoch for the personal part
to align the shared part and save the computation consump-
tion. We set SGD [48] as the base optimizer for all methods
with a learning rate ηu = 0.1 to update the model parame-
ters and the learning rate decreasing by 0.99× exponentially.
All methods are set with a decay rate of 0.005 and a local
momentum of 0.9. We report the mean performance with
3 different random seeds and more details of the baseline
methods can be found in Appendix C.1.

5.2. Performance Evaluation

Comparison with the Baselines. As shown in Table 1 and
Figure 2, the proposed DFedPGP outperforms other base-
line methods with the best stability and better performance
in both different datasets and different data heterogeneity
scenarios. Specifically, on the CIFAR-10 dataset, DFedPGP
achieves 86.50% on the Directlet-0.3 setups, 1.11% ahead
of the best-comparing method FedRep. On the CIFAR-
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Figure 2. Test accuracy on CIFAR-10 (first line) and CIFAR-100 (second line) with heterogenous data partitions. With limited pages, we
only show the training progress of the typical methods.

100 dataset, DFedPGP achieves at least 2.60% and 1.11%
improvement from the other baselines on the Directlet-0.3
and Pathological-10 settings. The communication based
on the directed graph allows clients to choose their in-
neighbors and out-neighbors flexibly, guaranteeing that they
can choose useful information for their local training.

Comparison on Heterogeneous Setting. We discuss two
data heterogeneities, Dirichlet distribution and Pathologi-
cal distribution in Table 1, and prove the effectiveness and
robustness of the DFedPGP. In PFL tasks, since the local
training can’t cater for all classes inside clients, the accu-
racy decreases with the heterogeneity decreasing. 1 On
the CIFAR-10 dataset, when the heterogeneity decreases
from 0.1 to 0.3 in Directlet distribution, FedRep drops
from 88.78% to 84.50%, while DFedPGP drops about
3.24% to 85.61%, meaning its stronger stability for several
heterogeneous settings. On the Pathological distribution,
DFedPGP beat the best-compared baselines over 1.11% on
the CIFAR-100 dataset with only 10 categories per client,
which confirm that the proposed methods could achieve bet-
ter performance in the strong heterogeneity.

Comparison on the Convergence Speed with Baselines.
We show the convergence speed via the learning curves of
the compared methods in Figure 2 and Table 2. DFedPGP

1Generally, the higher data heterogeneity means a greater difference
between local data distribution. But in extreme data heterogeneity PFL
tasks, the higher heterogeneity means it owns fewer data classes locally,
which makes the classification task easier and clients will achieve better
performance. For example, in the Pat-2 setting, the local binary classifica-
tion task is easier than the five classification tasks in the Pat-5 setting, so
the average test performance in Pat-2 is better than that in Pat-5. The same
phenomenon can be seen in most PFL works [14, 22, 46, 66, 72].

achieves the fastest convergence speed among the compar-
ison methods, which benefits from the direct partial model
transmission and alternate update. For example, DFedPGP
is almost twice as fast as the other methods in Dirichlet-0.3
on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 settings. In comparison with
the CFL methods, directly learning the neighbors’ feature
representation in DFL can speed up the convergence rate
for personalized problems. Notably, we target the setting
where the busiest node’s communication bandwidth is re-
stricted for fairness when compared with the CFL methods.

Comparison on Computation Resources Heterogeneity.
In reality, the federating process often involves hetero-
geneous devices, which means the shared parameters are
trained at different convergence levels. We follow [4, 14] to

Table 2. The required communication rounds when achieving the
target accuracy (%).

Algorithm
CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100

Dir-0.3 Pat-2 Dir-0.3 Pat-10

acc@80 acc@90 acc@45 acc@65

FedAvg - - 234 456
FedPer 262 343 - 246
FedRep 189 322 - 210
FedBABU 270 312 261 314
Ditto - - 279 -

DFedAvgM 320 452 187 249
OSGP 309 439 192 230
Dis-PFL 307 - 368 492

DFedPGP 131 224 111 113
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Table 3. Test accuracy (%) in computation resources heterogeneous setting.

Algorithm FedAvg FedPer FedRep FedBABU Ditto DFedAvgM Dis-PFL OSGP DFedPGP

Dir 75.76 81.06 83.08 72.66 75.63 82.70 82.41 82.81 83.63
Pat 81.04 91.09 88.57 83.06 82.26 91.52 91.40 91.61 91.83
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Figure 3. Ablation study. (a) Effect of the number of neighboring
clients. (b) Effect of the number of participated clients.

divide 100 clients into 5 parts and transmit their parameters
after 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 local epochs to simulate the different
computation capabilities of each device [60].

Table 3 shows the comparison among PFL methods un-
der a computation heterogeneous setting on the CIFAR10
dataset with Dirichlet-0.3 distribution. DFedPGP achieves
the best compared with the other baselines, indicating that
the partial gradient push can alleviate the effect of the dif-
ferent convergence level aggregation. Another interesting
finding is that FedRep is the best PFL method encountering
the computation heterogeneous challenge in CFL, indicat-
ing that keeping the classifiers locally and updating the pri-
vate and shared parts alternately is an effective way to solve
the computation heterogeneity problem.

5.3. Ablation Study

Number of Neighboring Clients. We conduct experiments
on the convergence performance under different neighbor
participation numbers of {2, 5, 10, 20, 40} on CIFAR-10
with Dir-0.3 distribution. As shown in Figure 3a, the high-
est personalized performance is achieved when the partici-
pation number is set to 40, which indicates that with more
clients exchanging their information, a quicker convergence
speed will be achieved, aligning with our insight. Notably,
the proposed DFedPGP can realize a stable convergence
even when transmitting information to only 2 neighbors.

Number of Participated Clients. As depicted in Figure
3b, we compare the personalized performance between dif-
ferent numbers of client participation of {5, 10, 20, 50,
100, 200} on the CIFAR-10 dataset with Dirichlet-0.3 dis-
tribution under the same hyper-parameters. Compared with
larger participated clients {50, 100, 200}, the smaller par-
ticipated clients {5, 10} can achieve better test accuracy and
convergence as the number of local data increases.

Module Augmentation Ablation. We investigate the ef-

Table 4. Test accuracy (%) of different module augmentation.

Algorithm Partial
Personalization

Directed
Communication Dir Pat

DFedAvgM 82.49 90.23
DFedAvgM-P ✓ 84.69 90.90
OSGP ✓ 83.14 90.72
DFedPGP ✓ ✓ 85.61 91.26

fect of partial personalization and directed communication
with different data heterogeneity on the CIFAR-10 dataset.
From Table 4, DFedPGP achieves the best in both Dirichlet-
0.3 and Pathological-2. In the comparison of partial per-
sonalization, DFedAvgM-P and DfedPGP outperform their
full personalization versions DFedAvgM and OSGP by a
great margin separately. In directed communication com-
parison, DfedPGP and OSGP outperform their undirected
versions DFedAvgM-P and DFedAvgM, respectively. From
the ablation study, both partial personalization and directed
communication have a great influence on decentralized and
personalized performance. Randomly choosing clients’ in-
neighbors and out-neighbors in directed graphs means that
the shared part model has a larger feature search space
among clients, compared with the undirected graphs. In-
tuitively, this increases the involved clients in one commu-
nication round and enhances communication efficiency.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel method DFedPGP for
PFL, which simultaneously guarantees robust communica-
tion and better personalized performance with convergence
guarantee via partial gradient push in a directed commu-
nication graph. The directed collaboration allows clients
to choose their corporate neighbors flexibly, which guaran-
tees effective aggregation and learning under data and de-
vice heterogeneity scenarios. For theoretical findings, we
present the personalized convergence rate of O(1/

√
T ) in

the non-convex setting for DFedPGP. Empirical results also
verify the superiority of the proposed approach.

Future Works. In the current work, we mainly focus on
the theoretical analysis and the experiment verification of
the partial Push-sum based optimization framework with
the directed graph for DPFL. It can be extended with effec-
tive client selection methods to speed up the convergence
and improve personalized performance in the future.
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